ABSTRACT is paper evaluates existing and newly proposed answer selection methods based on pre-trained word embeddings. Word embeddings are highly effective in various natural language processing tasks and their integration into traditional information retrieval (IR) systems allows for the capture of semantic relatedness between questions and answers. Empirical results on three publicly available data sets show significant gains over traditional term frequency based approaches in both supervised and unsupervised se ings. We show that combining these word embedding features with traditional learning-to-rank techniques can achieve similar performance to state-of-the-art neural networks trained for the answer selection task.
INTRODUCTION
A core objective of estion Answering (QA) systems is to maximize the utility of selected candidate answers with respect to the user's question. O en, QA systems implement a solution in two phases:
(1) an initial retrieval phase based on term overlap with the (expanded) question (2) a secondary ranking of the candidates to maximize relevance of the top-k answers with respect to the question Traditionally, secondary ranking uses language or relevance modeling approaches that still rely on term overlap statistics between the (expanded) question and the answer text [8, 9] . Reliance on term overlap can suffer from lexical gaps between the language used to express the question and the language used in the candidate answer text even when there are semantic matches.
Word embeddings such as Word2Vec [10] and GloVe [13] have surfaced as a way to model the semantics behind terms in various natural language processing tasks. We evaluate existing and newly proposed approaches that integrate such pre-trained word embeddings into the ranking phase of the QA pipeline. We show experimental results in both supervised and unsupervised se ings with comparisons to traditional IR as well as a state-of-the-art deep learning system. e main contributions of this work are: (1) a thorough comparison of recently proposed methods to integrate word embeddings in the QA pipeline; (2) the proposal of an extension to the Relaxed Word Mover's Distance method that incorporates matching terms proximity in the answer text; (3) an empirical demonstration that combining traditional features with word embedding based features can boost the result of learning to rank approaches. Section 2 reviews the existing word embedding based approaches for ranking which we evaluate in Section 5. In addition, Section 3 proposes additional techniques to address generalizability while maintaining performance. Sections 4 and 5 describe the experimental setup and results, respectively. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize findings on combining traditional IR techniques with word embedding based features.
RELATED WORK
In [21] , the authors propose using cosine similarity between embeddings for two words as an estimate of translation probability between them. e embeddings are pre-trained using a large text corpus using Word2Vec. is translation probability is then plugged into a language modeling framework that ranks candidate answers based on the likelihood score of each candidate answer producing the question terms (with some smoothing and collection effects taken into account).
eir approach shows some improvements over a traditional language modeling baseline.
Work such as [19] similarly incorporate word embeddings into the language model for the query expansion task. Our work here on the ranking or answer selection task can be applied on top of any query expansion techniques. ere is certainly overlap in the motivations for both tasks suggesting that both can be considered together in future work.
Rather than sum over all translation probabilities, [1, 7] use a minimum translation probability which they refer to as Relaxed Word Mover's Distance between the question and the candidate answer (RW MD Q ) 1 . ough effective, the authors note that their method does not differentiate between candidate answers which contain all question terms, so their results are reported on various hand-tuned hybrid models combining the RW MD Q score and traditional features like BM25. e authors in [18] utilize a similar hybrid model, where the word embedding score a empts to capture how much the candidate answer text changes with respect to the maximum and minimum values along each word embedding dimension. e degree of change is quantified by a weighted sum of the cosine similarity between the maximum and minimum pooled vectors of the original answer text and the answer text concatenated with the original question. We include the core component of this 'Min-Max Pooling' score (MMP 0.7 ) from [18] in our investigations.
Finally, the work in [4] represents state-of-the-art answer reranking using a fully supervised model that uses word embeddings as input features for a two-way a ention pooling deep neural network trained on labeled question answer pairs in the usual learningto-rank setup.
ere is a lot of similar work employing various neural network architectures such as [3, 14] .
In addition, in Section 3 we propose a term proximity based extension of the RW MD Q technique. ere are numerous efforts to incorporate term proximity into traditional term coverage and language model based scores such as [16] . However, these approaches are based on the strict matching of terms in the question with terms in the answer text. In our work, we look at a simple approach which accounts for the so matching in the continuous word embedding space between two terms. In Section 5, we evaluate this approach against the existing word embedding based answer selection strategies on three publicly available data sets.
PROPOSED METHOD 3.1 Unsupervised
We propose a modification of RW MD Q called Spannin −RW MD Q (S-RW MD Q ) to take advantage of proximity in matching terms and to address a drawback observed during experimentation with large answer texts. e original RW MD Q algorithm performs scans over all words in the answer text to find the best matches (i.e. closest cosine distance in the embedding space) separately for each term. For large answer text, this introduces the possibility of finding a good term matches for RW MD Q in unrelated contexts. Here is an example question with excerpts from two candidate answers in the result set: estion "Where to start looking for health insurance?" Ans 1 " is debate has been going on for the last century. In theory, how could anyone be opposed to everyone having health insurance?…the real question is can a society afford universal health insurance and thus universal health care in the sense that most Americans have become accustomed to ge ing it? When you start looking at the economics of health care this becomes much more problematic…we have more MRI scanners in Memphis, TN than in all of Canada, a nation o en cited as an example of where universal health insurance is a success…" Ans 2 " e best place to start looking for health insurance is the internet. With free rate quotes available it's…" While both candidate answers contain good matches between question terms and terms in the answer text, the second answer contains those matches within a single sentence rather than terms spread out among unrelated sentences. 2 To capitalize on any signals that may arise from the proximity of good matches, S-RW MD Q first splits the answer text into overlapping spans of words and calculates a RW MD Q score on each span.
e maximum across the spans is then used as the final rank score: max span ∈doc RW MD Q (question,words span ) (1) We also considered other approaches for dealing with large answer texts by (1) computing RW MD Q only on the top-k TF-IDF terms in the answer text or (2) performing dimensionality reduction on the word embeddings in the answer pool prior to computing RW MD Q scores. e results are omi ed due to space constraints, but were found to be inferior to the methods listed in Section 5.
Supervised
In addition to the standalone S-RW MD Q score, we also evaluate a combination of embedding based scores in a traditional learningto-rank setup where these scores are passed in as features to a model trained using labeled data.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 4.1 Data Sets
Experiments and analyses are carried out on three different publicly available estion-Answering (QA) data sets: Insurance QA, Home Depot, and BioASQ Task 4b.
All three data sets provide question text along with relevant answer ids from their respective corpora (see Table 1 for statistics). For the BioASQ data set, the corpus consists of titles and abstracts for each article taken from MEDLINE/PubMed citation records 3 . We concatenate the title and abstract to be consistent with the original RW MD Q experiments presented in [1] .
First Pass Result Sets
Solr's 7 implementation of the language modeling Dirichlet smoothed similarity score from [20] produces first-pass result sets of 400 candidate answers 8 for each question. Solr is configured with answers in a single text field and analyzed for stop word removal, lower casing, English possessive term removal, and Porter stemming.
Baselines
4.3.1 Unsupervised. In addition to baseline first pass mentioned above, we also compare against a competitive second pass ranker based on traditional relevance modeling framework. Due to space constraints, we do not discuss the details here, but the system is based on work from [8, 12] .
Supervised.
In the supervised se ing, the traditional learningto-rank baseline consists of a jforests implementation of LambdaMART [2, 6] trained on the following term coverage based features: Unigram, Bigram, Skipgram, SloppyBigram, Solr Similarity Score. e model is trained using a variety of hyperparameter settings and the scores are averaged for robustness and consistency.
In addition, a question-level standardized version of the feature values are appended to the raw feature set.
For an end-to-end neural network based learning-to-rank model, we use an a entive pooling convolutional neural network (AP-CNN) presented in [4] . A reasonable set of hyperparameter settings are chosen from experiments with the validation set from the InsuranceQA data set and then applied uniformly to the other two data sets. It is possible that further tuning on those data sets would yield marginally higher performs.
Word Embeddings
For the BioASQ data set, we use the pre-trained word embeddings provided by the authors of [7] 9 . It was learned on the PubMED corpus using a traditional skipgram word2vec model. For the remaining two data sets, we use a skipgram word2vec model with a context window size of 9 learned on the Wikipedia and Yahoo Answers corpus to produce word embeddings with 400 dimensions 10 .
Evaluation Metrics
For InsuranceQA and Home Depot we report evaluation metrics on the test sets provided with each corpus (not the blind set provided with Home Depot). For BioASQ task 4b, we report an average over 5-fold cross-validation. We present results using both NDCG (Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain) truncated at 20 and Precision at 1.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
e first section of Table 2 presents test performance of the following unsupervised ranking algorithms:
(1) LM -First pass search ordering using Solr's language modeling implementation. e performance of this base retrieval is substantially higher than the base retrieval performance reported by [1] on the BioASQ data set (perhaps due to tunable parameters in base retrieval systems and/or differences in corpus pre-processing).
is discrepancy, along with the fact that we report numbers on 5-fold crossvalidated results, means that the numbers are not directly comparable to [1] (though the gain due to RW MD Q seems consistent). (2) LM + RW MD Q -CombSUM of the min-max normalized first pass scores and Relaxed Word Mover's Distance (3) LM + MMP 0.7 -CombSUM of the min-max normalized first pass scores and a weighted average of the min and max pooling scores as per [18] . e blending weight was set to 0.7 and only the first 20 tokens of the document were taken as suggested in [18] . Furthermore, we wish to point out that our investigation includes a reproduction of MMP 0.7 as described in [18] , however, the authors advised us that their experimental results include additional robustness steps, including ensembling [17] . LM + S-RW MD Q provides a statistically significant boost over the first pass results across all data sets and also provides a statistically significant boost over the previously proposed RW MD Q and MMP 0.7 embedding based hybrid scores. Either the RM + S-RW MD Q or the LM + S-RW MD Q scores provides the best unsupervised model in all three data sets. We also tried combining the LM baseline with proximity based metrics such as MinDist [16] and Spannin -T F -I DF (where T F -I DF scores are calculated on each span rather than the full answer text) to see if simply taking proximity into account alone can explain the boost in performance.
e results are omi ed due to space constraints, but the boosts in performance were inferior to combining proximity with RW MD Q .
In the second section of Table 2 we present the test performance of the following supervised ranking algorithms: Incorporating the embedding based features into a LambdaMART model provides a statistically significant boost over just using traditional learning-to-rank features as well as the best-performing unsupervised technique. It even surpasses the AP-CN N neural network model, though the difference only appears to be statistically significant in the third data set where the drastically smaller data set size may be hindering the neural network's capacity to learn.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we show that combining word embedding based reranking strategies with traditional IR techniques provides significant boosts in performance. Specifically, a standard supervised learning-to-rank model can combine word embedding based features with traditional term coverage based features to produce ranking accuracy that is comparable to state-of-the-art data-and trainingintensive techniques like a entive pooling convolutional neural networks.
e proposed method provides a boost over traditional relevance modeling based approaches in the absence of labeled training data. In fact, this unsupervised approach appears to even outperform [3] 0.224 [3] 0.347 0.385 2. LM + RW MD Q 0.286 [1] 0.180 [1] 0.299 [3] 0.237 [3] 0.385 [1, 3, 5, 6] 0.414 [1, 3] 3. LM + MMP 0.7 0.288 [1] 0.182 [1] 0.230 0.168 0.349 [1] 0.387 [1] 4. LM + S-RW MD Q 0.300 [1, 2, 3, 5] 0.196 [1, 2, 3] 0.308 [1, 2, 3] 0.243 [1, 3] 0.382 [1, 3, 5, 6] 0.428 [1, 3] 5. RM 0.287 [1] 0.192 [1, 2] 0.308 [1, 2, 3] 0.253 [1, 3] 0.363 [1, 3] 0.403 [1, 3] 6. RM + S-RW MD Q 0.324 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] 0.218 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] 0.324 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] 0.254 [1, 3] 0.368 [1, 3, 5] 0.412 [1, 3, 5] Supervised Models 7. Base-λM 0.314 0.222 0.318 0.268 0.355 [9] 0.386 [9] 8. Embeddin -λM 0.377 [7] 0.304 [7, 9] 0.363 [7] 0.328 [7] 0.398 [7, 9] 0.437 [7, 9] 9. AP-CN N 0.376 [7] 0.272 [7] 0.299 0.281 0.336 0.366
Numerical superscripts indicate statistically significantly greater performance at α of 0.05 using a one-tailed paired t-test supervised approaches using term-coverage (though perhaps additional feature engineering could be carried out to boost the baseline used in this paper). e S-RW MD Q variant also consistently outperforms existing word embedding based features both in the unsupervised as well as the supervised se ings.
In our future work, we plan to investigate approaches which look at question expansion and term weighting in the embedding space as well as additional sources of word embeddings such as the work presented in [11] .
